The N + N2 exchange rate is calculated using a time-dependent quantum dynamics method on a newly determined ab initio potential energy surface (PES) for the ground 4A" state. This ab initio PES shows a double barrier feature in the interaction region with the barrier height at 47.2 kcal/mol, and a shallow well between these two barriers, with the minimum at 43.7 kcal/mol. A quantum dynamics wave packet calculation has been carried out using the fitted PES to compute the cumulative reaction probability for the exchange reaction of N + N2(J=0). The J -K shift method is then employed to obtain the rate constant for this reaction. The calculated rate constant is compared with experimental data and a recent quasi-classical calculation using a LEPS PES. Significant differences are found between the present and quasiclassical results. The present rate calculation is the first accurate 3D quantal dynamics study for N + N2 reaction system and the ab initio PES reported here is the first such surface for N3. * Electronic mail: dywang@nas.nasa.gov ? Eloret Corporation MS 229-3 https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.
Abstract
The N + N2 exchange rate is calculated using a time-dependent quantum dynamics method on a newly determined ab initio potential energy surface (PES) for the ground 4A" state. This ab initio PES shows a double barrier feature in the interaction region with the barrier height at 47.2 kcal/mol, and a shallow well between these two barriers, with the minimum at 43.7 kcal/mol. A quantum dynamics wave packet calculation has been carried out using the fitted PES to compute the cumulative reaction probability for the exchange reaction of N + N2(J=0).
The J -K shift method is then employed to obtain the rate constant for this reaction. The calculated rate constant is compared with experimental data and a recent quasi-classical calculation using a LEPS PES.
Significant differences are found between the present and quasiclassical results. The present rate calculation is the first accurate 3D quantal dynamics study for N + N2 reaction system and the ab initio PES reported here is the first such surface for N3. 
is then carried out using the fitted surface. We believe this is the first accurate 3D quantum dynamics study for this reaction.
As seen below, the ab initio surface has entirely differ- a.u. and the bond angle is 120°. Fig. 1 shows a Fig. 1 Contour plot of the fitted potential energy surface based on 3326 ab initio points in terms of the two .N -N bond distances r_ and rb. The bond angle is fixed at the transition state 119°.
Fig. 2 Cumulative Reaction
Probability for ] = 0 as a function of the total energy. Fig. 3 Comparison of the present quantal rate on our ab initio PES and quasi-classical rate[8] on LEPS with experimental data: Lyon [9] , Bar-Nun and Lifshitz [26] , Back and Mui [27] .
